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We prove that if X is a reflexive translation invariant Banach space of complex
sequences on Z that contains all finitely supported sequences, in which the coor-
dinate functionals are continuous, and for every sequence [c(n)] in the space the
sequences [c(n)] and [c(&n)] are also in the space, then X has a nontrivial trans-
lation invariant subspace. This provides in particular a positive solution to the
translation invariant subspace problem for weighted l p spaces on Z with even
weights, for 1<p<. The proof is based on an intermediate result that asserts
that if A is an operator on a reflexive real Banach space of dimension greater than
one, and there exist non-zero vectors, u in the space and v in the dual space, such
that [(Anu, v) ]n=0 is a moment sequence of a finite positive Borel measure on
a bounded interval on the real line, then A has a nontrivial invariant subspace.
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
If X is a translation invariant Banach space of complex sequences on the
integer group Z, then from the point of view of harmonic analysis, it is
natural to study the (closed) translation invariant subspaces of X. The first
problem that arises in this context is whether X has any nontrivial transla-
tion invariant subspace. The answer is not known in the general case, and
the problem is open even for weighted l p spaces on Z, 1p<. This
problem is equivalent to the hyperinvariant subspace problem for bilateral
weighted shifts on l p (see [13, 16]). Partial solutions can be found in [13,
5, 913], and the references cited in these papers. In this paper we give an
affirmative answer for even weights and 1<p<. We deduce this from a
more general result. Before stating it, we introduce some terminology.
In what follows, X will denote a Banach space of complex sequences on
Z that contains all finitely supported sequences, and such that for every
integer n, the coordinate functional on X, c  c(n), is continuous. We shall
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say that X is self-adjoint (resp. symmetric) if for every c in X, the sequence
[c(n)] (resp. [c(&n)]) is also in X. A closed subspace M of X is called
translation invariant if whenever c is in M, and k is in Z, the sequence
[c(n&k)] is also in M. If M is different from X and from the zero space
it is called nontrivial.
Theorem 1. If X is reflexive, translation invariant, self-adjoint, and
symmetric, it has a nontrivial translation invariant subspace.
For a positive sequence | on Z and 1p<, we shall denote by l p|(Z)
the Banach space of all complex sequences c on Z for which the norm
&c&l p| (Z)=(n # Z |c(n)|
p | p(n))1p is finite. It is well known and easy to
verify that the space l p|(Z) is translation invariant, if and only if,
0< inf
n # Z
|(n+1)
|(n)
sup
n # Z
|(n+1)
|(n)
<.
A positive sequence on Z which satisfies this condition will be called a
weight.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is
Theorem 2. If | is an even weight and 1<p<, then l p|(Z) has a
nontrivial translation invariant subspace.
Remarks. (1) It is clear that the assumption that | is even, can be
replaced by the assumption that supn # Z
|(&n)
|(n) <.
(2) Theorem 2 gives an affirmative answer to Problem 4 in [4].
(3) It seems conceivable that by a refinement of the arguments in this
paper one can establish Theorem 2 also for p=1.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on two intermediate results. The first
was inspired by the paper of Simonic [17], and is proved in Section 2. The
second is proved in Section 3, and gives in particular a positive answer to
Problem 1 in [4]. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we give
examples of even weights | for which the nontrivial translation invariant
subspaces of l 2|(Z) are not plainly visible, and describe an extension of
Theorem 1 to the groups Zn.
2. OPERATORS THAT ADMIT A MOMENT SEQUENCE
Throughout this section, E denotes a Banach space of dimension greater
than one. The term subspace of E will mean a closed linear manifold in E;
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if it is different from E and from the zero space, it is called nontrivial. An
operator on E, will mean a bounded linear mapping of E into itself. We
recall that an invariant subspace of an operator A on E is a subspace M
of E such that AM/M.
Definition. If A is an operator on E, we shall say that it admits a
moment sequence if there exist non-zero vectors u in E and v in the dual
space E*, and a finite positive Borel measure + on a bounded interval on
the real line, such that
(Anu, v)=| tn d+, n # Z+. (1)
The following result which is an important ingredient of the proof of
Theorem 1, was inspired by the paper of Simonic [17].
Theorem 3. If the Banach space E is real and reflexive, and A is an operator
on E that admits a moment sequence, then it has a nontrivial invariant subspace.
Proof. Since every operator on a non-separable Banach space has a
nontrivial invariant subspace E, we may assume that E is separable. By a
theorem of Day [8, Theorem 4], every separable Banach space has an
equivalent norm with respect to which it is smooth. Hence we may (and
shall) also assume that E is smooth. Let u and v be non-zero vectors in E
and E*, respectively, and + a positive Borel measure on the interval [a, b]
such that (1) holds. Let K denote that set of all vectors x in E such that
there exists a finite positive Borel measure & on [a, b] such that
(Anx, v) =| tn d&, n # Z+ .
It is clear that K is a convex proper subset of E, and an application of the
BanachAlaoglu theorem for the dual of C[a, b] shows that it is closed.
Since K contains the non-zero vector u, it follows that its boundary K also
contains a non-zero vector. This is an elementary fact, that is true for every
closed subset of a Banach space of dimension greater than one, which
contains a non-zero vector. For the sake of completeness we give the proof.
Since E has dimension greater than one, the one-dimensional subspace
spanned by the vector u has empty interior, and therefore, the open set
E"K contains a vector u1 that is not in this subspace. Consider the set
F=[t # [0, 1] : (1&t) u+tu1 # K].
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It is non-empty and compact, and we denote its maximum by t0 . It is
readily verified that the vector (1&t0) u+t0 u1 is in K"[0].
Assume now that z0 is a non-zero vector in K, and consider a vector z1
in E"K such that &z1&z0 &< 12 &z0&. Since K is convex and closed and E
is reflexive, the distance from z1 to K is attained for some vector w in K (see
[14, p. 343]). It follows from the choices of z0 and z1 that w{0. We claim
that w is not a cyclic vector of A, that is, the closed linear span of the
vectors A jw, j # Z+ , is different from E, hence is a nontrivial invariant sub-
space of A. To show this, we have to prove that there exists a non-zero
element . in E*, such that
(A jw, .)=0, j # Z+. (2)
Consider the vector y=z1&w. Since y{0 and E is smooth, there exists a
unique unit vector . in E* such that ( y, .)=&y&. We claim that .
satisfies (2). To see this, consider a non-negative integer j. Since w is in K,
there exists a finite positive Borel measure \ on [a, b] such that for every
real number s,
(An(I&sA j ) w, v) =| tn(1&st j ) d\, n # Z+.
Therefore, there exists a positive number $, such that for &$<s<$, the
vector (I&sA j ) w is in K. Thus, remembering that the distance of z1 from
K is &y&, we obtain that the function on R defined by s  &y+sA jw&, has
a local minimum at s=0. Since E is a real smooth Banach space, this func-
tion is differentiable at s=0, and the derivative is (A jw, .) (see [14, p. 349;
15, p. 61]). Hence condition (2) holds, and the proof is complete. K
By the same arguments, one can prove that if n is a positive integer, then
an n-tuple (A1 , A2 , ..., An) of commuting operators on E for which there
exist non-zero vectors u in E and v in E*, and a finite positive Borel
measure + on Rn with compact support, such that
(A:1
1
A:2
2
} } } A:nn u, v) =| t:11 t:22 } } } t:nn d+, (:1 , :2 , ..., :n) # Zn+ ,
has a common nontrivial invariant subspace.
3. BI-SHIFTS
In what follows, Y denotes a Banach space of complex sequences on Z+
that satisfies the following conditions.
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(a) Y contains all finitely supported sequences.
(b) For every non-negative integer n, the coordinate functional on Y,
c  c(n), is in Y*.
(c) For every sequence [c(n)]n=0 in Y, the sequence [c(n)]

n=0 is
also in Y.
(d) The transformation that sends a sequence [c(n)]n=0 in Y to the
sequence [c(n&1)+c(n+1)]n=0 , with the convention that c(&1)=0,
maps Y into itself.
It follows from the closed graph theorems that the linear transformation
on Y defined in (d) is bounded. We denote it by B, and call it the bi-shift
on Y.
Theorem 4. If Y is reflexive, then B has a nontrivial invariant subspace.
Proof. Let E denote the set of all real sequences in Y. It follows from
condition (b) that E is closed, hence it is a real Banach space with respect
to the norm of Y. The operator B maps E into itself, and we denote the
restriction of the operator 12 B to this space by A. It follows from conditions
(b) and (c) and the closed graph theorem, that the mapping [c(n)]n=0 
[Re c(n)]n=0 defines a bounded projection from Y (considered as a real
Banach space) onto E, and Y=E+iE. This implies that if M is a non-
trivial invariant subspace for A, then M+iM is a nontrivial invariant
subspace for B. It also follows from these observations that the assumption
that Y is reflexive implies that the same is true for E. Thus by Theorem 3,
it suffices to show that A admits a moment sequence. To this end, consider
for every j in Z+ the sequence ej=[$j, n]n=0 , which is in E by condition
(a). Let v denote the coordinate functional c  c(0) on E. It follows from
the preceding observations that v is in E*. We claim that
(Ane0 , v) =
2
? |
1
&1
tn(1&t2)12 dt, n # Z+. (3)
The equality can be established by computing both sides. This is quite
tedious, and we give a less computational proof.
Let E0 denote the (algebraic) linear span in E of the vectors ej , j # Z+ ,
and let E1 be the real vector space of all 2? periodic real valued odd trigo-
nometric polynomials. Denote by A0 the restriction of A to E0 , and by A1
the linear transformation on E1 defined as multiplication by the function
cos %. Finally, let L be the isomorphism between the vector spaces E0 and
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E1 , that for every j in Z+ , sends the vector ej to the function sin( j+1) %.
It is easily verified that LA0=A1 L and that
(x, v)=
2
? |
?
0
Lx(%) sin % d%, \x # E0 .
From these facts we get that
(Ane0 , v) =
2
? |
?
0
cosn % sin2 % d%, n # Z+ ,
and this implies (3) by a change of variables. Thus A admits a moment
sequence, and the theorem is proved. K
It follows from the discussion in [4, Sect. 2], that every weighted bi-shift
(as defined there) is unitarily equivalent to a bi-shift on a Hilbert space of
complex sequences, that satisfies the conditions (a)(d). Thus Theorem 4
provides an affirmative answer to Problem 1 in [4].
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let S denote the shift on X, that is, the operator on that space that sends
the sequence [c(n)] to the sequence [c(n&1)]. This operator is invertible,
and an application of the closed graph theorem shows that it is bounded.
The assertion of the theorem is equivalent to the claim that the operators
S and S&1 have a common nontrivial invariant subspace. To prove this,
consider the set X0 of all odd sequences in X. It is a closed subspace of X
that is invariant under the operator R=S+S &1. Let R0 denote the restric-
tion of R to X0 . For every sequence c in X0 , let c~ denote the sequence
[c(n+1)]n=0 , and consider the vector space Y=[c~ : c # X0], equipped
with the norm &c~ &Y=&c&X . It is easy to verify that Y is a Banach space of
complex sequences on Z+ , that satisfies the conditions (a)(d) in Section
3, and that if V is the isometric isomorphism c  c~ , between X0 and Y, then
the operator VR0V&1 is the bi-shift on Y. Since X is reflexive, the same is
true for the Banach spaces X0 and Y, and therefore by Theorem 4, the
operator R0 has a nontrivial invariant subspace, say N. We claim that
M=j # Z S j N (the closed linear span in X of the subspaces S jN, j # Z) is
a common nontrivial invariant subspace for the operators S and S &1. It is
clear that M is a common invariant subspace for these operators, and since
it includes N, it is not the zero space. To show that M{X, we argue as in
[4, pp. 183184]. Let P denote the operator on X that sends the sequence
[c(n)] to the sequence [ 12 [c(n)&c(&n)]]. Since X is symmetric, P is
a projection onto X0 . By the closed graph theorem P is bounded, and
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a computation shows that
PSnP= 12 (S
n+S&n) P, n # Z. (4)
If for n in Z+ , Tn denotes the Tschebyscheff polynomial of degree n (that
is, Tn(cos %)=cos n%) then
1
2 (S
n+S&n)=T |n| ( 12 R), n # Z.
Combining this with (4), and remembering that N is an invariant subspace
for R0 , we get that PSnN=PS nPN/N for each n # Z. Therefore, since
N{X0=PX, we conclude that M{X, and the claim is proved. K
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It would be interesting to get some insight into the structure of the trans-
lation invariant subspaces provided by Theorem 2. Since the proof of
Theorem 1 is not constructive, these subspaces are often not plainly visible.
We give two examples that illustrate this point.
Assume that | is an even weight on Z, such that |(0)=1, and the
sequence [|(n)]n=0 is non-decreasing. Let T denote the circle group
R2?Z, identified with the interval [&?, ?). The assumption on | implies
that l 2|(Z)/l
2(Z), and that the embedding is continuous. Therefore the
standard isomorphism between l 2(Z) and L2(T) given by the RieszFisher
Theorem induces an isometric isomorphism between l 2|(Z) and the Hilbert
space
L2|(T)={ f # L2(T) : & f &2|= :n # Z | f (n)|
2 |2(n)<=
under which the translation invariant subspaces of l 2|(Z) correspond to the
subspaces of L2|(T) that are invariant under multiplication by the functions
ei% and e&i%. It is easy to give examples of such nontrivial subspaces, if one
of the series n=0 |
&2(n) or n=1 n
&2 log |(n) converges. In the first
case, it follows from the Schwarz inequality, that L2|(T) is included in the
Wiener algebra, that is, the Banach algebra of absolutely convergent
Fourier series
A(T)={ f # C(T) : & f &= :n # Z | f (n)|<=
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and the embedding is continuous. Thus in this case, for every t in T, the
subspace [ f # L|2(T) : f (t)=0] has the desired property. In the second
case, an appropriate subspace is
M=[ f # L2|(T) : f=0 a.e. on T"[&1, 1]].
The fact that M{[0], follows from a discrete version of the Beurling
Malliavin Theorem [7, Theorem 1] (see [2, Lemma 2.1]). On the other
hand, if n=1n
&2 log |(n)=, it follows from a theorem of Beurling [6,
Corollary 4.2] (see also [11, Theorem 4.2]), that every function in L2|(T)
that vanishes on a set of positive measure, vanishes a.e. on T. If both of the
above series diverge, we have no concrete example of a nontrivial transla-
tion invariant subspace of l 2|(Z). It is easy to construct weights | with this
property (cf. [11, Remark 4.3]).
A different kind of example, for which the nontrivial translation invariant
subspaces of l 2|(Z) are not visible, is provided by the even weight
|(n)=exp { |n|log(|n|+e) sin[log log log( |n|+e3)]= , n # Z.
It follows from [4, Theorem 2, and second example, p. 187; 16, Proposition 7],
that for this weight the spectrum of the restriction of the shift S on l 2|(Z) to
any non-zero translation invariant-subspace is the unit circle, and the same
is true for the shift on l 21|(Z), which is unitarily equivalent to the inverse
of the operator S*.
We end the paper by noting that, using the extension of Theorem 3
described at the end of Section 2, one can extend Theorem 1 to translation
invariant sequence spaces on the group Zn (where n is a positive integer)
if we adopt the following definition of a symmetric space. For every integer
1kn, let =k denote the mapping on Zn, that replaces the k th coordinate
of an element in Zn by its negative. Then a sequence space on Zn is called
symmetric, if for every sequence c in the space, the sequences c b =k , k=1,
2, ..., n, are also in the space.
Note added in proof. After this paper was accepted for publication, it
was proved by A. Atzmon and G. Godefroy (An application of the smooth
variational principle to the existence of nontrivial invariant subspaces, to
appear in C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris Se r. I ) that the reflexivity assumption can
be omitted from Theorem 3 and hence also from Theorems 4 and 1. Thus
the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds also for p=1.
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